From Steam to Summit

How the Northern New Territories and Sek Kong
Hash House Harriers went pyroclastic in the Philippines
It was a very Good Friday on April 10
as hashers arrived at Chek Lap Kok in
their ones, twos and threes, shouldering
only cabin baggage in a misguided
attempt to get cheaper tickets. It
transpired that we had saved the princely
sum of $55 per ticket by this ingenious
ploy, but spirits were high for the joint
N2TH3/SKH3 Subic Hashaway 2009.
As we ambled towards check-in
hopefully clutching our e-tickets, first
brickbat went to Britarse who, not having
bothered to print his, was clutching at
straws.
Airside, Luk Sup Gow, G-Spot and
Desperate Dan were already eyeing
Eunuch’s 2008 record for being on the
piss at the airport by 0900hrs. Bogbrush
and Golden Balls arrived to support the
attempt, but the record stood, which is
more than could be said for the would-be
record breakers later in the day.
Two hours later, Clark airport lay
baking in the tropic heat as the 16
tourists – Slider, Desperate Housewife,
Stunt Double, Hoover, Sam Miguel, 69K,
Walky Talky, Golden Jelly, Stingray and
Draft Beer Tits, plus the above-mentioned
half dozen – ambled across the concrete
apron from the plane to the arrivals shack
like extras in some forgotten Graham
Greene movie. Palm trees, balmy breeze,
blue sky scudded with cumulus – this
was going to be good.
It was like a tacky snowball in hell
somehow gathering momentum, as
hashers popped out from everywhere

to swell the ranks. The entire Moss clan
– BJ, Electrolux and the three Power
Puff girls as well as Electrolux’s mum
and dad – were on hand, having just
flown in from Dubai. Pearl Necklace and
Herman the German popped up from
San Fernando, where they had narrowly
avoided crucifixion. Their luggage
consisted largely of the world’s largest
and most unwieldy esky, crammed
with ice and beer. My heroes! LSG had
booked a bus for the one-hour trip to
Subic and the company duly boarded for
a pleasant ride over the lahars and past

and assorted relatives, cavorting in
the hemispherical curlicues of this
abandoned grotto. It wasn’t long
before they had been displaced by the
elephantine forms of GB, BJ, LSG et
al, who assumed their places at the
submarine barstools as the rain ceased,
the sun shone and the steam rose over
the San Miguels and Margaritas.
Thus endeth the first day. I believe.
GO-KARTING was the Saturday morning
activity of choice, and vehicles were
summonsed to ferry us to the track a few
kilometres round the coast. Later, Eunuch
complained bitterly that his kart was so
slow he could drive around the track with
his foot flat on the floor, steering with one
hand. Yawn. Diddums.
I busied myself with setting up the
afternoon’s activity, a resort-organised
excursion billed as “Island Hopping”.

This entailed the hire of four eight-man
bangkas (outriggers) and the enticing
prospect of snorkelling off some headland
to the west. Rather ominously, it was
suggested we cut out the island hopping
and stick to the one destination.
The beach was pandemonium as the
bangkas were loaded with towels, water,
pre-ordered meals and – yes! – HTG’s
beer-filled esky. Then disaster struck.
The fully-loaded bangkas were pushed
out before anybody thought to relieve the
esky of some coldies, and despite HTG
sportingly trying to chuck a few cans to or
at others (and missing) most of us sailed
off roadie-less, if you can have roadies
at sea that is. Even worse, there turned
out to be no place for me, the 32 booked
places already mysteriously occupied. I
still don’t know who the extra head was,
but the day was saved by my heroic
lunge onto the last (and smallest and

the pineapple fields to the coast, sipping
roadies as LSG pointed out the sights.
The sun shone, the mood was expectant
and anticipatory, and the thunderstorms
that had been predicted all week showed
every sign of staying away.
Masturbating Marina was waiting at
the resort, Wild Orchids, which was, as
promised, quite nice. How we joshed and
joked with the counterful of uniformed
babes who seemed utterly bemused
by the idea that tired and emotional
travellers would actually want keys to
get into their rooms. Nevertheless, the
keys were duly tracked down and within
an hour we had all made our way up the
wide marble stairways (more on these
later) to our rooms – yes, the lifts were
out of order.
Our room was huge, light, bright and
airy with a seaview from the balcony and
a Jacuzzi in the bathroom that could be
screened off with wooden shutters and
which, when filled, contained a bubbling,
puerile, slick yellowish fluid more
resembling weird sisters’ noxious brew
than invigorating tonic. We passed on the
Jacuzzi. The heavens opened in a mighty
deluge. There was no choice but to go to
the pool.
The Hitchcock clan was already there,
Eunuch, Antiseptic, Travis, Leewai
Piss in the pool

slowest) bangka as it pushed off.
Perhaps it was the extra man, perhaps
it was all the weight crammed at the front
of the boat, perhaps it was the clappedout engine, but our vessel quickly fell
behind the flotilla receding gaily into the
distance. Eunuch, Bogbrush, G-Spot,
myself, et al contented ourselves with
identifying the stupendous hulks of
container ships and car carriers as we
chugged through the watery lanes of this
vast marine parking lot.
Eventually we arrived at the snorkelling
beach, the other bangkas berthed tightly
together between the coral and the rocky
headland. At last! But it was not to be, for

Britarse, in a valiant attempt to reprise
his role as the bangka-sinker of Puerto
Galera, attempted to mount the outrigger
during the delicate beaching operation.
The bangka swung in towards the other
boats and catastrophe was averted only
when Britarse realised that the language
turning the air blue was directed at him.
So passed a pleasant 20 minutes at
the beach, just enough time to eat our
lunchboxes, before our captains informed
us it was time to return. This of course
entailed the negotiation of an extra hour’s
play (and pay) time. Meanwhile Golden
Jelly had a panic attack whilst snorkelling,
Britarse managed to avoid scraping his
belly on the coral and a drunken arse
tried to befriend us.
I made sure I got a fast boat back.
Now for a nice
bout of gout

After dinner at the excellent Blue Rock
along the beach (where LSG gorged
himself on pig trotter), the night belonged
to the ladies. Most of the contingent
– by now complete with the arrival of
Dingaling, Overdue and Rogan Josh in
the morning) headed for the Subic redlight strip and a spot of dance fever. Or
at least the women did. The men just sat
back and watched the show.
Principle performers, at least for the
earlier, pre-midnight, part of the evening,
were Pearl Necklace and Walky Talky,
who put on a sizzling show with an
unnamed and hugely energetic Indian
lad who preened and pranced and
dry-humped like Freddy Mercury – until
BJ charged the stage and shoved his
crutch in the poor boy’s face. He looked

stunned. BJ shouted “On on!” and we all
headed for (yet) another bar.
This became a feature of the evening
– the bargirls ceding the spotlight to us
until BJ called all change. Drinks were
supplied in the customary beer condoms,
yet Stingray and G-Spot obviously didn’t
inspect their condoms for holes as they
both had bottles slip through and crash
on the floor. You’ve been warned, ladies.
In the wee hours it was Hoover’s turn
to head-turn, taking centre stage in
various bars as she strutted and gyrated
and generally gave the bargirls a lesson
in enthusiasm. Alas, her commitment to
the cause ended with a sudden rush of
falloveritis which led to Stunt Double,
Desperate Dan and myself practically
carrying her to a motorised pedicab.

Sunday dawned. Ah, the hash! I spent
the entire morning reconstituting myself
into vaguely human shape with the help
of showers, chemicals and horizontal
positioning. Meanwhile, Eunuch and
Dingaling were out setting a trail for the
afternoon. I was moving so slowly that I
missed the start of the run – on the beach
– by five minutes.
So off I set along the beach in the
blinding sun, forlornly trying to spy out
invisible blobs of flour on the bleached
sands. More than once I turned back,
convinced I’d missed a check, but
always the trail went north, north along
the beach, past the packed corrals of
picnickers and the rigged nets of ballgame players at the “pleb” end of the
beach. It was Easter Sunday after all,
and the populace was letting its collective
hair down after the self-flagellation and
sanctimony of Friday.
Eventually I reached a broad stream
flowing into the sea, where trail seemed
to run out. After a while I realised a
leather-faced old guy chewing a pork
bone was telling me “They all cross
the river.” And yes, there was a sort of
gondola service a little way upstream.
So I paid my four pesos and got punted
across with a man carrying a wardrobe,
and picked up trail again. Later, I
discovered the literal truth of my leathery
friend’s pronouncement: Everybody else
had simply waded the river, dodging
refuse and “floaters”, and astonishing the
spectators.
Trail then led through a maze of
shanties and barrios, past scenes of

domestic life and chickens scratching,
until it crossed the main drag and headed
for the hills. This was where I met the
front runners coming back from the hills.
As they went past, they told me I would
enjoy the rocks.
These rocks led to a steep, dry stream
bed that had to be scrambled up. Here,
it became apparent that the hares had
supplemented the traditional trail-marking
tools, chalk and flour, with – jobby. Yes,
poo in various states of freshness lined
the stream bed, and so, pushing on with
teeth clenched (to prevent the entry of
flies) I ascended the defile and emerged
at the top, where various farming folk
pointed me in diverse directions. The
absence of a public lavatory was duly
noted. Eventually trail led down some
steps and back on to the approach
road, where I plodded leadenly past
Golden Jelly and Walky Talky for a
straightforward on-home to the beach
and cold tinnies in the sea.
Desperate Dan conducted the circle,
which drew several onlookers both in
and out of the water. Highlight was a
Britarse/Eunuch-led rendition of Father
Abraham that appeared to delight our
audience. Then people drifted away to
prepare for the evening ahead as Britarse
chastised all and sundry for leaving a pair

of running shoes on the beach, which
turned out to be his.
If Saturday had been wacky, Sunday
was wild. After another visit to Blue Rock
we once again headed for the red-light
district. No-showers included Desperate
Dan (sudden bout of diabetes-induced
fatigue) and the Fox and Hitchcock clans,
who had an 0400hrs van booked to take
them to Clark for their early-morning flight
back to Hong Kong. G-Spot was on the
same flight, but announced his intention
to stay awake until the van arrived in
case he couldn’t wake up...
Meanwhile, it was discovered to be
69K’s birthday, and the goateed guitarist
wasted little time in celebrating in true
rock’n’roll style. For bar upon bar he
held sway like some shamanistic sugar
daddy, tossing 300-peso tubs of pingpong balls onto recessed dance floors
as the bargirls dived and squealed and
fought for the bounty (apparently they
get a bonus for every ball recovered).
Humiliating? Maybe. Fun? You bet.
The bargirls couldn’t get enough of
the big man. Soon he was joined in his
boogeying by Herman the German,
who appeared intent on matching his
wife’s antics of the previous night, when
he wasn’t playing boring-man games
with the otherwise amorous Britarse,

What men do
in girly bars

that is. G-Spot waded decisively into
the fray, at one point bare-chested,
and even Stunt Double reprised his
stag-night performance as pole-dancer
extraordinaire, but this time without the
frock.
Ah, but what of G-Spot? Stoically he
managed to stay awake the whole night,
joining LSG, Herman, Stunt Double, GB,
Hoover and (I think) Pearl Necklace in
the wee hours for a naked swim in the
Wild Orchids pool. However, by the time
he packed and came downstairs for
the van his motor skills had decayed,
Hooveresque, and he adopted the novel
technique of descending the marble
staircase on his back. Head first.
At the airport, Desperate Dan saw
the heroic G-Spot with his case open
on the floor, pants everywhere, looking
bewilderedly for his e-ticket, then making
a sprint for the bushes and colliding with
the corner of a raised stone planting bed.
O the technicolour man! Man of the tour!
The less said about Monday the better.
Almost everybody had overdone it for the
previous three days and a rest was sorely
needed. This was the day we travelled
to Angeles in preparation for Tuesday’s
ascent of Pinatubo, and of course the bus
broke down on the highway in the middle
of the day, turning a one-hour journey into
four. Happily there was a separate motor
for the air-conditioning, and Herman’s
magic esky, still stashed with coldies,
again came to the rescue.
Angeles City was noisy, dirty, dusty
and seedy – everything it’s cracked
up to be, in fact. Washed-up old men
drank forlornly behind the chicken-wired
windows of bars, or patted girls’ rumps in
hotel receptions. Street vendors peddled
Viagra and Cialis, much to Britarse’s
indignation (“I don’t need that stuff
YET!”). Traffic honked. Girls beckoned
from disreputable-looking joints. Touts
touted. Urchins clamoured. The strip
receded endlessly into the haze. Subic
seemed like some innocent paradise by
comparison.
The resort, though, was nice, once
again the trusty Wild Orchids. We could
tell we were in a better part of town
– one of the bars in the same street was
called “Gobbles” – but there was little
enthusiasm for the chase that evening. A
handful of hashers made a token attempt,
but we were all, quite simply, knackered.
The consensus was to get a good night’s
rest, for tomorrow, we climb.

Pinatubo 1991

Monday had not yet dawned, and
the “Pinatubo Twelve” assembled in the
resort lobby for the jeepney to take us to
Tarlac, at the mountain’s foot. Here, we
would transfer to 4x4 jeeps and go offroad as far as we could before trekking
up to the crater. Pinatubo was the scene
of the greatest volcanic eruption of the
20th century, many times more powerful
than Mount St Helens, and gave rise to
massive lahars (rivers of mud, rock and
ash) which swept down the mountain
after its top 300 metres was blown off
during a typhoon. The ash column rose
34 kilometres into the air. We were to
walk up one of these awesome lahars to
the volcano’s crater.
But first there was a little bit of logistics
to see to. Beers, softies, water, snacks
and bin-liners were procured from a
Seven-Eleven. Fraying rattan baskets
were generously donated by a vegetablestall proprietor and makeshift eskies
rigged up. Seats were jockeyed for
– LSG needing the back of the jeepney to
extend his leg after stuffing his face with
pig’s trotter sparked a bout of gout – and
a lucky few blagged a ride in the airconditioned pick-up truck of Ferdinand,
our fixer for the day. Then we were off
into the hell of Angeles City traffic.
Getting off at Tarlac, LSG wiped his
face with a white cloth. Black! Soldiers
could be seen lounging in the shadows
of the dusty incline. We registered with
the authorities and piled into three jeeps,
and were off. Shortly, we hit a barrier gate
manned by armed soldiers. More and
more I felt like I was playing a bit-part in
an obscure Graham Greene movie.

Emerging at the Lahar’s flood plain,
we passed a military encampment, some
tanks, soldiers standing around idly under
the sun in stifling battle dress, skinny
cattle (at first mistaken for horses) and
kids mucking about in the streams which
criss-cross the lahar endlessly. That was
soon left behind as the jeeps lurched up
the ashy gulch, dodging boulders and
fording streams.
The landscape became increasingly
lunar, a bleak testament to the power of
the lahar: canyon walls sliced cleanly as
if by some giant knife; car-sized boulders
flung or deposited from who knows
where; and always in the distance the
dark shapes of the mountain’s violent
heart.
Eventually the jeeps could go no
further. The lahar had narrowed down
to a ravine. Before us lay an obstacle
course. One of the drivers told us it would
take two hours to reach the crater rim. Or
more, he said, if you’re like him, indicating
me. Red rag to bull, over and out.
Our guides led off, and we were soon
moving along the still shallow gradient
at a fair clip. Even Luk Sup Gout was
managed the rubbly surface well. After
all, it was no trickier than most hashes.
The guides were initially taken aback
when we ploughed straight through
the streams in our trainers – only Stunt
Double attempted to keep his feet dry.
Wanker.
The lahar’s origin was a forested
defile where the gradient steepened,
and shortly, after encountering a rag-tag
group of grimy aboriginals, the crater
rim was broached. A magnificent sight.
A turqoise lake lay in the crater like a
liquid gem, while terrifying 400-metrehigh ramparts guarded the approaches
under an ominous sky. The lake, 2.5
kilometres across, was at once enigmatic
and menacing, like the lair of some fabled
Triassic beast. We ate our sandwiches
on and around the viewing platform 50
metres above the lake, entranced.

arm or inlet of the lake. By swimming out
to the head of the inlet we were able to
see the entire sweep of the lake laid out
before us, a majestic arena ringed by
serrated ramparts.
It was time to pack up and leave
this strangely compelling legacy of a
cataclysm. Below the crater rim, by prearrangement, at the terminus of the new
Skyway, our jeeps were waiting for us.
Soon, nobody will trek up Pinatubo.
Elated, I blasted my way down to the
jeeps, arriving ahead of the pack and
giving our driver something to think about
as I delved into the esky.
Heading back down the still unformed
and dusty Skyway, well-deserved coldies
in hand, we were encrusted with jeepraised clouds of pyroclastic ash, and on
arrival at Tarlac, Stunt Double, ashcovered, looked 30 years older – but was
still a happy chappy.
The journey to Angeles was broken by
Down on the lake’s shore, a sudden
commotion filled the air. It’s gonna blow!
No, it was a helicopter clattering its way
over the crater rim. It did three or four
circuits, seeming to fly as close to the
walls as possible, then, having “done”
Pinatubo, the whirlybird flew away with its
payload of wealthy tourists.
The water provoked different reactions.
For me, it was at a pleasant temperature
for swimming, but a number of the party
pronounced it to be too cold, or “ho
dung”. Most got in for a bit of a splash,
however. Sudden outgassings from the
mineral-rich water were a bit alarming.
Something would bubble up from below
and ripple the surface next to you. Some
could smell sulphur (I couldn’t). Others
attributed the outgassings to Stunt
Double’s breakfast of beans on toast.
Britarse and I swam out, buoyed by
euphoria and the minerals in the lake.
The water tasted salty, like cooking-water
after boiling vegetables. Here and there
around the shore reeds had sprouted,
indicating the first steps towards the
establishment of a complex ecosystem.
But fish were there none. Research had
shown that the lake was 400-plus metres
deep in the centre. But we swam on,
even as others called us back.
It was worth it.
Our beach was at the end of a narrow
a stop at a wayside bar, notable for the
singing waitress who Britarse coaxed into
a splendid performance.
Back in Angeles City, most of the group
went out for a final, modest fling, visiting
the Vegas-like clubs at the posh end of
town. Hoover and Sam Miguel put their
feet down and said enough is enough,
so they and their spouses missed out on
the best of Angeles – formation dancing,
sumptuous costumes, beauty pageants
and a host of Vegas-like diversions.
Who said Angeles City is tacky?

